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ABSTRACT Many of the physiological functions of von Willebrand Factor (VWF), including its binding interaction with blood
platelets, are regulated by the magnitude of applied ﬂuid/hydrodynamic stress. We applied two complementary strategies to
study the effect of ﬂuid forces on the solution structure of VWF. First, small-angle neutron scattering was used to measure protein
conformation changes in response to laminar shear rates (G) up to 3000/s. Here, puriﬁed VWF was sheared in a quartz Couette
cell and protein conformation was measured in real time over length scales from 2–140 nm. Second, changes in VWF structure
up to 9600/s were quantiﬁed by measuring the binding of a ﬂuorescent probe 1,10-bis(anilino)-4-,40-bis(naphtalene)-8,80-disulfo-
nate (bis-ANS) to hydrophobic pockets exposed in the sheared protein. Small angle neutron scattering studies, coupled with
quantitative modeling, showed that VWF undergoes structural changes at G < 3000/s. These changes were most prominent
at length scales<10 nm (scattering vector (q) range>0.6/nm). A mathematical model attributes these changes to the rearrange-
ment of domain level features within the globular section of the protein. Studies with bis-ANS demonstrated marked increase in
bis-ANS binding at G > 2300/s. Together, the data suggest that local rearrangements at the domain level may precede changes
at larger-length scales that accompany exposure of protein hydrophobic pockets. Changes in VWF conformation reported here
likely regulate protein function in response to ﬂuid shear.INTRODUCTION
Von Willebrand Factor (VWF) is a large multimeric protein
found in normal human blood at concentrations of 10–20
mg/mL (1). In solution, this protein appears as a loosely packed
ellipsoidal molecule with intramolecular interactions within
the protein that likely stabilizes the protein solution structure
(2). Besides being a soluble protein in circulation, VWF is
also expressed in the secretory granules of vascular endothelial
cells and platelets. By acting as a bridge/adaptor molecule that
aids the binding of platelets to sites of endothelial denudation
or vascular injury, VWF plays a critical role in regulating the
progress of atherothrombosis. The regulation of VWF struc-
ture and function is also relevant in the context of vascular
diseases that are associated with elevated VWF activity.
Examples of such pathological conditions include acute
coronary syndromes, von Willebrand disease type 2B; throm-
botic thrombocytopenic purpura; hemolysis, elevated liver
enzymes, low platelets; and antiphospholipid syndrome (3,4).
Several lines of evidence suggest that VWF structure and
function may be altered by hydrodynamic stresses in circula-
tion. In this regard, fluid forces enhance VWF binding to the
platelet receptor GpIba (5), its susceptibility to proteolysis
by the metalloprotease ADAMTS13 (6–8), and its contribu-
tion to thrombus growth (9,10). Exposure of VWF to phys-
iological fluid shear down to 2000/s for 12 s in a capillary
tube has been shown to augment VWF A2-domain proteol-
ysis by ADAMTS13 (6). Fluid shear above 2300–6000/s
promotes the aggregation or self-association of purified
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novel disulfide bond formation in the protein (12), promoting
the self-assembly of VWF into a network of fibers on
a collagen matrix (13). In recent studies, protein conforma-
tion changes in solution have been thought to precede
VWF immobilization on collagen substrates (14).
In this study, we examine the role of hydrodynamic or
fluid forces in regulating the solution conformation of
VWF. In this regard, whereas the biochemical evidence cited
above suggests that VWF may undergo conformation
changes in solution in response to fluid shear, only one
previous investigation has examined changes in VWF solu-
tion structure in response to hydrodynamic shear (14). Using
a novel microfluidic device and fluorescently labeled VWF,
that investigation showed that VWF undergoes a large-scale
transition from a folded to a stretched conformation at shear
rates above 2000–5000/s. The resolution of that study was
limited by the fluorescence microscope used (~1–2 mm).
Because structural features in VWF span a wide length scale
from individual domains with 3–5 nm diameter to the entire
multidomain, multimeric protein with a radius of gyration of
100–150 nm (2), we suggest that the use of higher-resolution
small angle neutron scattering (SANS) spectroscopy to probe
VWF conformation changes is appropriate. Two major
advantages of SANS over the previous study are: a),
SANS studies protein conformation changes in real time,
in the absence of protein labeling and at high resolution
down to 2 nm; and b), SANS is ideally suited to measure
changes in protein conformation over a wide size range,
from domain-level features (~2 nm) to overall protein shape
(~100–150 nm). To complement the SANS experiments and
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2008.12.3900
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9600/s, we also introduced the use of environment-sensitive
fluorescent probe 4,40-dianilino-1,10-binaphthyl-5,50-disul-
fonic acid (bis-ANS) to study VWF conformation changes.
The fluorescence of this dye depends on its local environ-
ment, and it is markedly augmented when bound to hydro-
phobic/nonpolar pockets within proteins (15).
The SANS studies suggest that VWF may undergo subtle
changes in molecular structure when exposed to physiolog-
ical shear rates. These changes may involve rearrangement
of protein domains located within the globular section of
VWF. At shear rate >2300–6000/s, more dramatic changes
are observed that result in increased exposure of protein
hydrophobic domains and bis-ANS binding. Overall, our
data support a model where local, domain-level rearrange-
ments at physiological shear rates precede changes at larger
length scales that accompany exposure of protein hydro-
phobic pockets.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
SANS
Both human VWF purified from plasma cryoprecipitate available from the
Community Blood Bank (Erie, PA) and bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Sigma
Chemicals, St. Louis, MO) were subjected to fluid shear in the 0.5 mm gap
Oak Ridge National Laboratory Couette shear cell (16). The shear cell con-
sisted of a rotating outer cylinder (inner radius¼ 25.00 mM) and a stationary
inner cylinder (outer radius ¼ 24.50 mM). It was aligned in the path of the
30-m NG-3 SANS spectrometer neutron beam at the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) Center for Neutron Research (Gaithers-
burg, MD). VWF was dialyzed extensively against HEPES buffer (30 mM
HEPES, 110 mM NaCl, 10 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2, pH 7.3) containing
99.9% D2O before experimentation (2). Seven mL VWF at ~200 mg/mL,
pooled from 3–4 cryoprecipitate units, was used in each run. Western blots
confirmed that the multimer distribution of VWF used in the runs was similar.
Although higher than physiological levels, this concentration of VWF was
necessary to collect scattering data efficiently in reasonable experimental
time. Five mg/mL BSA dissolved in phosphate buffer made with 99.9%
D20 was used in control runs.
SANS experiments produce data that quantify scattering intensity, I(q), as
a function of the scattering vector, q. In general, q is a measure of instrument
magnification (2), and it is defined as 4 pSin(q/2)/l, with q representing the
scattering angle and l the neutron wavelength. The I(q) versus q plot
contains information on protein solution structure. Structural features in
the size-range from 2–140 nm were examined in this study, corresponding
to q varying from 0.045–3.169/nm (length scale studied, ~2 p/q). Change
in intensity profile upon shear application in a certain q range is indicative
of structural changes in that particular size-range within the protein. Addi-
tional material in the Supporting Material section provides details on
SANS experimentation and data reduction protocols.
Protein concentration was determined at various time points using the
Coomassie/Bradford protein assay kit (Pierce Biotechnology, Rockford,
IL). Efforts were made to minimize the time between sample collection
and concentration analysis. In many cases, protein measurements were per-
formed within 1–2 min of sample withdrawal by directly pipetting protein
from the Couette cell into the 96-well plate used for concentration assays.
Independent controls were performed to confirm that stoppage of shear for
protein sampling does not affect the conclusions of this work. Finally,
studies that compared the results of bradford analysis with amino-acid
analysis were undertaken to confirm that the Coomassie dye in the Bradford
assay binds similarly to both sheared and unsheared VWF ((2), data notBiophysical Journal 96(6) 2313–2320shown). Using the protein measurements above, in some instances, the scat-
tering data were normalized with respect to the solution concentration of
VWF in the Couette cell to obtain I/c versus q plot.
Molecular model of VWF response to ﬂuid shear
A computer model was simulated to relate changes observed in SANS
experiments with potential biomolecular changes in VWF conformation
(see the Supporting Material for details). A VWF protomer for this model
was constructed using geometry information available from published
experimental data (Fig. 1 A). This dimeric protomer consists of a pair of
34  2 nm rods, each linked to five nonoverlapping spheres (Fig. 1 B).
Here, the rods represent the B1-B2-B3-C1-C2 domains of VWF, whereas
the spheres are the D’D3-A1-A2-A3-D4 domains. Based on the number
of amino acids in each domain, three 5 nm and two 4 nm diameter spheres
were placed at the end of each rod of the protomer. One of the 5 nm spheres
was fixed at the end of the rod and it was assumed to represent the protein’s
D4 domain. Three different scenarios were simulated using this model. Case
A simulated VWF elongation by changing the angle f between the monomer
units of the dimeric protomer.2f, ranging from 24–68 in this computer
model. Case B simulated the effect of domain rearrangement within the
globular section of the protomer. Here, the distance between two of the
5 nm spheres and the fixed D4 domains was increased from 3.5 nm and
10 nm ‘‘before shear’’ to 5.5 nm and 13.5 nm ‘‘after shear’’, respectively.
In addition, a small 1nm sphere was introduced to represent scattering due
to interdomain regions that may be separated from the fixed spheres as
a result of domain rearrangement. Case C simulated the effect of multimeri-
zation. Here, two protomer units were attached at their N-terminus to simu-
late multimeric VWF. Scattering from the multimer was compared to that
from the protomer. Computer-predicted I(q) versus q data in all cases
were compared with experimental data.
Bis-ANS experiments
The fluorescent probe bis-ANS (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) was
dissolved (0.1% w/v) in phosphate buffer (8 mM Na2HPO4, 2 mM
KH2PO4, 140 mM NaCl; pH 7.2) and equilibrated for three days before use
in experiments. 210 mL of protein/buffer was sheared at varying shear rates
(0/s–9600/s) for 300 s, using a cone-and-plate viscometer (Haake VT 550,
Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA; 0.5 cone angle, 5 cm diameter). One
FIGURE 1 VWF structure. (A) Schematic of multimeric protein based on
previous electron microscopy studies (32,33) (see the Supporting Material
for details). (B) VWF protomer generated by computer. This figure is
composed of 20,000 individual dots, each dot representing a unique grid-
point in the computer-generated VWF.
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points and incubated with 15 mL of bis-ANS (at a final concentration of 14
mM) for precisely 60 s in a quartz cell before obtaining fluorescence measure-
ments using a QuantaMaster Fluorometer (PTI, Birmingham, NJ). Bis-ANS
spectra were recorded by exciting the sample at 375 nm and collecting emis-
sion from 420–620 nm. Studies were performed with both ~60 mg/mL VWF
and ~50 mg/mL BSA dissolved in HEPES buffer at room temperature. Inde-
pendent experiments were performed to confirm that the bis-ANS signal
under these conditions varies linearly with both probe and protein concentra-
tion (E. Themistou , I. Singh, S. V. Balu-Iyer, P. Alexandridis, and S. Neela-
megham, unpublished).
Absolute fluorescence (in counts per second) was measured to detect the
binding of bis-ANS to protein. At a given wavelength l, this absolute
fluorescence for protein subjected to a shear rate of G is denoted by
F(G)(l). Subtraction of residual fluorescence due to HEPES buffer and
normalization based on protein concentration (c) resulted in a new param-
eter, Fc
(G)(l)¼ [F(G)(VWF)(l) F(G) (HEPES) (l) ]/c. Comparison of the effect
of shear was further performed by normalizing sheared sample fluorescence
with that of unsheared control (G ¼ 0/s) at the wavelength where bis-ANS
fluorescence was maximum (max): Fc
(G)
max/Fc
(G ¼ 0/s)
max.
Student’s t-test was used for all statistical comparisons. p < 0.05 was
considered significant.
RESULTS
SANS studies reveal changes in protein structure
under physiological ﬂuid shear
Six independent experiments were undertaken over a range
of laminar fluid shear protocols to assess conformation
changes in purified VWF. Changes in neutron scattering
were measured in real time while the protein was being
sheared in a Couette shear cell (Fig. 2 A). Functional assays
performed earlier showed that the purified protein responds
to fluid shear in a manner similar to the response of native
protein in blood plasma (2,11). VWF molecular mass ranges
from 500 kDa (dimer/protomer-VWF) to >10,000 kDa
(multimer-VWF) in these assays.
In one run (Fig. 2 B), shear application is shown to result in
a drop in scattering intensity at low-q (q < 0.08/nm) and an
increase at high-q (q > 0.6/nm; length scale < 10 nm). This
change in scattering was accompanied by an ~7% drop in
VWF solution concentration. Upon normalizing with respect
to the protein concentration (i.e., plotting I/c versus q; Fig.
2 C), our data present evidence of structural changes taking
place at small length scales <10 nm (high-q, q > 0.6/nm).
The normalized data do not reveal significant changes in scat-
tering at large length scales (low-q, q < 0.08/nm), which
would be expected had the protein unraveled.
Similar observations were made in five other runs (Fig. S1
in the Supporting Material). In each run, a decrease in the
scattering intensity at low-q (q < 0.08/nm) and an increase
in intensity at high-q (q > 0.6/nm) was observed. Further,
normalizing intensity data for 7–30% protein concentration
drop in individual runs (i.e., plotting I/c versus q as in
Fig. 2 C) revealed that structure changes were more promi-
nent at small length scales (high-q). In all cases, changes at
large length scales (i.e., low-q) could not be clearly dis-
cerned. In the context of these experiments we note that:a), placing VWF in the shear cell under static conditions
alone does not result in protein adhesion to the Couette
cell wall over extended time periods (>5 h). Further, neither
changing the Couette shear cell described in this manuscript
(Oak Ridge National Laboratory shear cell) to an alternative
quartz shear cell (termed NIST-Boulder shear cell), nor our
attempts to passivate the surface reduced the extent of
protein loss. b), Negligible scattering was also observed
when the entire 7 mL protein sample was withdrawn from
the Couette cell after a given run, and scattering due to
residual-surface immobilized VWF was measured. Thus,
scattering reported here primarily arises from the protein in
solution. c), VWF loss under shear is not unique to our
experiments, and this aspect is also discussed by other inves-
tigators (6,12). A summary of changes in the high-q region in
all six experiments (Fig. 2 and Fig. S1) is shown in Table 1.
This table reports a), the q-value beyond which shear data do
not match static data (q* ¼ 0.61 þ 0.07 (data presented as
root mean-square þ standard deviation)) and b), the change
in average slope of I(q) versus q in this region (2.41 þ
0.493 before shear to 0.80 þ 0.16 after shear application).
A variety of fluid shear protocols were applied in our study
(Fig. S1, insets). Whereas some of these runs involved a slow
stepwise increase in shear from 0/s to 3000/s, shear was
FIGURE 2 SANS analysis of VWF subjected to fluid shear. (A) Setup for
shear experiments employing SANS. 0.6 nm neutrons are scattered by protein
sample placed in a Couette cell. Area detectors placed at either 1.95 or 10.05 m
detect scattered neutrons. (B) I(q) versus q (q¼ 4 psin(q/2)/l) plot for exper-
iment 1. Scattering intensity before shear is shown by empty circles and
during shear (G ¼ 3000/s) by solid circle. The applied shear profile is in
the inset. Changes in scattering intensity are observed at both low-q
(<0.08, large length scales) and high-q (>0.6, small length scales).q* denotes
the highest scattering vector value beyond which intensity increases upon
shear application. (C) Normalization of scattering intensity (I(q)) measured
in panel B by concentration (c) measured during the experiment (i.e., I/c
versus q plot). Change in scattering intensity at high-q (q > 0.6/nm) suggest
alterations in structural features at length scales<10 nm. Error bars in panelB
are standard deviations. These error bars are very small and are thus not visible
in the case of most data points.Biophysical Journal 96(6) 2313–2320
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shear caused a progressive increase in neutron scattering
(Fig. S1, panels B and D). Stopping shear did not result in
the return of scattering intensity to levels before shear appli-
cation, and this suggests that structural changes observed
were not reversible in the time course of our study. Further,
although the NG-3 is among the brightest neutron sources
available today for SANS studies, the flux rate is still low
and it takes ~30 min to acquire high-quality data at a single
magnification. In experiments performed where SANS data
at the high-q range were collected in 10-min time slices,
we consistently observed that a majority of the changes in
neutron scattering occurred in the first 10 min.
In control runs, changes in scattering were not observed
upon shearing either the protein BSA (Fig. 3) or HEPES
buffer in the absence of protein (data not shown). Additional
shear studies were also attempted with a large human blood
protein called fibrinogen. These studies, however, could not
TABLE 1 Summary of shear studies
Experiment No. q* (/nm) Slope (before shear) Slope (after shear)
1 0.55 2.74 0.87
2 0.63 2.29 0.9
3 0.60 2.94 0.7
4 0.66 2.81 0.96
5 0.50 1.93 0.53
6 0.70 1.76 0.81
Fluid shear was applied on VWF in six independent runs, experiment 1 in
Fig. 2 and experiments 2–6 in Fig. S1. The q value, above which scattering
intensity increased (q*), was measured. Change in scattering intensity slope
at q ¼ q* was also quantified before (0/s) and after shear application. Post-
shear results are presented at G¼ 3000/s in all experiments except for exper-
iment 3, in which the maximum applied G was 1500/s.
FIGURE 3 SANS analysis with BSA 5mg/mL under shear at 3000/s
(solid circles) and without shear (empty circles) show similar intensity
profiles. Error bars represent standard deviations. These error bars are
very small in most cases and are thus not visible.Biophysical Journal 96(6) 2313–2320be completed because of the instability of fibrinogen in the
deuterated media/solvent when solution temperature was
dropped from 37C to 25C in 12.9 mM sodium citrate
buffer (pH 7.3).
Rearrangement of domains within VWF explain
SANS observations
Computer modeling was performed with the goal of suggest-
ing potential mechanisms that can account for the observed
changes in VWF scattering at high-q upon fluid shear appli-
cation. Both the protomer/dimer VWF (Fig. 4, A–F) and the
multimeric VWF (Fig. 4, G–I) were simulated. The latter
computer modeling quantified scattering by the tetrameric
form of VWF.
Three different cases were simulated. In Fig. 4, A–C, the
effect of VWF elongation was examined by changing the
angle 2f linking two monomers (panel A). In Fig. 4, D–F,
the effect of changing the arrangement of domains in the glob-
ular section of VWF was examined. In Fig. 4, G–I, the effect
of VWF multimerization was studied. Figures are color coded
(green, blue, and red) so that specific conformation changes
simulated in Fig. 4, A, D, and G can be related to changes in
the distance distribution function (Fig. 4, B, E, and H) and
in the scattering intensity profile (Fig. 4, C, F, and I). Sche-
matics in panels 4,A,D, andG are to scale, because individual
points are from actual computer modeling. As expected, an
increase in the molecular dimensions of VWF (Fig. 4 A)
resulted in an expansion in the length scale of P(r)
(Fig. 4 B). In the I(q) versus q plot, scattering intensity is
observed to change at both the high- and low- q values, as
would be expected if the protein elongated. Increase in inter-
domain distances and appearance of a smaller domain
(Fig. 4 D, green to red) resulted in a modest change in P(r)
(Fig. 4 E) and a localized change in scattering intensity slope
only at high-q (>0.6/nm, green to red in Fig. 4 F). In this
computer modeling, a rearrangement of domains (5 and
4 nm spheres) in the protein’s globular section alone was suffi-
cient to cause changes in scattering intensity at q > 0.6/nm.
Introduction of the feature at small length scale (1 nm sphere)
was necessary to fit I(q) data at q ~1.8–3/nm. Such small
features may appear as a result of changes in interdomain
distances at small length scales. Multimerization of VWF
dimer to tetramer resulted in intensity increase at low-q
(<0.04/nm) only while structural features in the high-q range
remain identical in both dimer and tetramer VWF. Because
changes in scattering intensity in Fig. 4 F, but not in Fig. 4,
C or I, more closely resemble experimental data in Fig. 2
and Fig. S1, our computer modeling suggests that shear appli-
cation below 3000/s may cause domain-level alterations in
VWF structure without altering the overall size of the protein.
While considering the implications of the above computer
modeling, it is important to note that these computations do
not suggest that the unique change illustrated in Fig. 4 D are
responsible for our experimental observations. They are
Protein Response to Hydrodynamic Stress 2317FIGURE 4 Computational modeling
of VWF response to shear. Scattering
profile due to protomer and multimer
VWF was simulated. Results from three
types of hypothetical changes are pre-
sented. In panels A–C, the effect of
VWF elongation is examined by
changing the angle f linking two mono-
mers as shown in panel A from f ¼12
to 36 and 84. In panels D–F, the effect
of changing the arrangement of domains
in the globular section of VWF was
examined. Here, the distance between
the two 5 nm spheres from the fixed
D4 domain was increased from 3.5 to
5.5 nm and from 10 to 13.5 nm, as illus-
trated. In addition, a 1 nm sphere was
introduced 6 nm away from the D4
domain. In G–I, the effect of VWF mul-
timerization was simulated. These last
computations compare the scattering
of dimer VWF with two different
tetramer-VWF configurations. As seen,
increase in the molecular dimensions
of VWF (panel A) cause an expansion
in the length scale of the distance distri-
bution function P(r) plot (panel B).
Changes in I(q) are observed at both
the low- and high-q range (panel C).
Alterations in domain-level features
(panel D) result in a decrease in scat-
tering intensity slope in the VWF proto-
mer at high-q (>0.6/nm, green to red in
panel F). Multimerization of VWF
(panel G) results in an expanded range
of the distance distribution function
(panel H). This results in an increase
in scattering intensity at large length
scales (low-q) but not in the small
length scales (high-q). Changes in scat-
tering intensity in panel F, but not in
C or I, more closely resemble experi-
mental data in Figs. 2 and S1.simply meant to illustrate the fact that changes at small
length scale that do not alter the overall shape of the protein
likely occur at low shear rates <3000/s. Such changes may
be due to changes in the relative position of domains within
the globular section of the protein. Also, these calculations
show that simulation of multimeric protein (Fig. 4, G–I) is
not necessary for explaining experimental changes observed
at small length scale.
Hydrophobic domains within VWF are exposed at
high shear rates
We determined if the binding of bis-ANS to VWF was
altered upon shear application. Cone-and-plate viscometry
was used to shear protein and bis-ANS was added just after
shear. Offline fluorescence measurements were made 1 min
after dye addition. A representative plot (Fig. 5 A) shows
that bis-ANS exhibits low fluorescence in a HEPES buffer.Addition of protein in the absence of fluid shear increases
the magnitude of the fluorescence signal (F(G)(l)), and it
results in peak emission at a lower wavelength, 489 nm.
Application of fluid shear at 6000/s and 9600/s resulted in
an additional increase in measured absolute fluorescence.
This was accompanied by a blue-shift in the peak emission
wavelength to 485 nm. In control runs, the application of
fluid shear to ~50 mg/mL BSA dissolved in either HEPES
buffer or PBS did not result in changes in bis-ANS fluores-
cence (Fig. 5 B).
The increased probe binding to VWF upon shear applica-
tion is likely caused by an increase in the exposure of
nonpolar/hydrophobic domains within the protein (15).
Concentration normalized data are shown in Fig. 5 C, and
these suggest that bis-ANS fluorescence increased by
~200% upon application of shear at 6000/s and it was
augmented by ~700% at 9600/s. The observation that absolute
fluorescence was higher in sheared protein compared toBiophysical Journal 96(6) 2313–2320
2318 Singh et al.FIGURE 5 Shear induced conformation changes in
VWF detected using bis-ANS. (A) Representative spectra
for an experiment performed with 60 mg/mL VWF.
Bis-ANS binding to VWF increases absolute fluorescence
(F(G)(l), counts per second) by 5–10-fold over the HEPES
buffer signal (squares). Application of shear for 5 min at
6000 or 9600/s further increased the absolute bis-ANS
signal by 110–220%, compared to results obtained with
no-shear control (G ¼ 0/s). (B) Shearing 50 mg/mL BSA
does not change signal due to bis-ANS BSA interaction.
(C) Concentration normalized spectra (Fc
(G)(l)) for VWF.
Raw data are from panel A. (D) Comparison of Fc
(G)
max/
Fc
(G ¼ 0/s)
max for VWF under different shear conditions.
Data in panels A–C are representative of eight independent
experiments. Results in panel D are presented as mean 
SE (N R 3 at each shear rate). *p < 0.05 with respect to
shear rate ¼ 30/s.fluorescence with VWF placed in no-flow/static conditions
was consistently observed in eight independent experiments
performed with different donor samples. In these runs, fluores-
cence of sheared protein was consistently higher than
fluorescence of unsheared VWF when comparing: a),
measured absolute fluorescence values (F(G)(l)) regardless
of protein concentration loss to viscometer surface, b), concen-
tration normalized fluorescence (Fc
(G)(l)), and c), when runs
were performed in which unsheared VWF concentration
was adjusted to the same value as that of the sheared protein,
before fluorescence measurements. Root mean-square
Fc
(G)
max/Fc
(G ¼ 0/s)
max data are presented in Fig. 5 D. These
results show that a critical shear rate between 2300–6000/s
is necessary to enhance bis-ANS VWF binding interactions.
In a previous publication that quantified the magnitude of
fluid shear sufficient to induce shear-induced platelet activa-
tion (11), we noted that a threshold shear rate of ~6000/s is
necessary for efficient platelet activation after VWF-platelet
GpIb binding. Bis-ANS signal is observed to increase at
a similar shear range in the current work. Taken together, the
data suggest a correlation between the increased bis-ANS
signal caused by VWF conformation change and the ability
of this protein to activate blood platelets in functional studies.
DISCUSSION
Shear stress applied on VWF because of fluid motion regulates
the size and activity of the protein. Such regulation then
impacts the role of VWF during thrombosis in the vasculature.
We applied small angle scattering to measure protein solution
structure in real time at shear rates up to 3000/s. A fluorescent
spectroscopy assay employing bis-ANS was also developed toBiophysical Journal 96(6) 2313–2320probe nonpolar/hydrophobic VWF domains that are exposed
upon shear application at shear rates up to 9600/s. These exper-
imental modalities are distinct from those of previous studies
that assay VWF conformation in solution (14,17) and on
substrates (18,19), because our studies probe the volume-aver-
aged properties of VWF. This is unlike previous studies that
employed atomic force microscopy, microfluidics, and fluo-
rescence microscopy to study individual protein dynamics.
The length scales we probe are also significantly smaller
(2–140 nm), compared to those probed in previous investiga-
tions. Finally, our experimental methods studied the native
protein without fluorescence labeling or immobilization. Our
findings on the length scale, shear dependence, and revers-
ibility of VWF conformation change are discussed below.
Length scale
In our study, protein conformation changes were observed
over the range of physiological and pathological shear rates.
We report, based on SANS and associated modeling, that
VWF may undergo subtle domain-level changes at length
scales below 10 nm (q> 0.6 nm) when exposed to physiolog-
ical shear rates below 3000/s. Similar changes in scattering
intensity at q > 0.6 nm were noted previously when VWF
was treated with 1.25 M Guanidine HCl (2). Biochemical
studies showed that this concentration of denaturant Guanidine
HCl is sufficient to alter VWF solution conformation such that
the protein was now susceptible to proteolysis by ADAMTS13
(2,20). Further, VWF proteolysis by ADAMTS13 is reported
in capillaries at wall shear rates down to 2000/s (volume-
averaged shear rate of 1333/s) (6). Taken together, these data
support the possibility that physiological levels of fluid shear
Protein Response to Hydrodynamic Stress 2319and Guanidine HCl may cause similar structural changes in
VWF solution structure.
That subtle changes at the domain level may have impor-
tant functional consequences is supported by recent studies
that have demonstrated functional and specific interactions
between protein domains located within the globular-head
section of VWF. In this regard, Martin et al. (21) showed
that the VWF A2 domain interacts with the A1 domain,
and that it may block VWF-GpIba interactions in the native
protein. Nishio et al. (22) also suggested that the A1 domain
hinders the action of the metalloprotease ADAMTS13 on the
VWF A2-domain. Binding interactions via the A1 domain
enhance the rate of proteolysis mediated by ADAMTS13.
Ulrichts et al. (23) presented evidence for the shielding of
the VWF A1 domain by the D0D3 domain of VWF. Finally,
Factor VIII binding to VWF is shown to accelerate proteo-
lytic cleavage of VWF by ADAMTS13 under vortexing-
shear conditions (24). Our SANS data now suggest that fluid
shear forces may be able to support structural alterations at
the domain level of VWF. This may then augment both
A1-domain binding function and A2-domain cleavage rates.
Shear dependence
The extent of VWF conformation change increased with shear
in a stepwise manner. This was observed in the SANS exper-
iments, in which the amount of neutron scattering increased
with shear rate. In the bis-ANS studies, also, fluorescence
signal increased with shear rate. Whereas only low levels of
change were observed in both the SANS and bis-ANS studies
below 2300/s, application of higher shear rates led to exposure
of hydrophobic domains within the protein, which enhanced
the bis-ANS signal. A recent computer simulation study
(25) also predicted the transition of VWF binding to platelets
occurring in a similar range of applied share rates. Others,
using fluorescently tagged VWF, have reported that the
protein undergoes a sharp transition from a compact to an
elongated structure above a critical shear rate that lies between
2000–5000/s. Taken together, the diverse experiments
suggest that, whereas it is possible that large length scale
changes that exaggerate protein structure and expose hydro-
phobic domains within the protein may occur at high shear
rates (>2300/s), smaller changes due to the rearrangement
of domain level features manifest themselves at lower, phys-
iological shear rates (<3000/s). These subtle rearrangements
may be a prerequisite that precedes larger changes in protein
structure. Studies that assess the conformation stability and
unfolding of the VWF A domain (26) suggest that the VWF
A2 domain may be most susceptible to unfolding.
The proposition that low physiological levels of shear can
induce changes in protein structure is reasonable and consis-
tent with biophysical theory and experimentation. Other
studies have shown that DNA molecules with size similar
to VWF undergo elongations under shear conditions that
are equivalent to 30/s (27). Whereas one study suggests thatextraordinarily high shear rates (107/s) are required for
protein unfolding under shear (28), these observations are
likely limited to small, single-domain proteins (such as BSA
in our control experiments). Large molecules with multiple
domains such as VWF are susceptible to conformation
change under simple shear, as demonstrated here and else-
where (14). Detailed hydrodynamic calculations also show
that directed maximum normal forces due to convective flow
in the order of 0.1–0.5 pN are applied on large multimeric
proteins like VWF in solution at a shear rate of 300–600/s,
with the magnitude of applied forces scaling linearly with
the shear rate (29). Although these forces are small compared
to the force applied to break typical bio-molecular bonds
(>10 pN), they are directed, cyclical forces (as opposed to
random Brownian forces) that can affect protein structure.
Time dependence and reversibility
In SANS studies, we observed changes in neutron scattering
intensity at the earliest time point where data were collected,
i.e., 10 min after fluid shear initiation. In addition, using
Annexin-V as a marker of platelet activation, we have previ-
ously reported that even 10 s of high shear application
(G ¼ 9600/s) is sufficient to mediate significant platelet acti-
vation via GpIb-VWF interactions (11). Exposure to shear
for larger times and higher shear rates increased the extent
of platelet activation in this study. Other studies have also
made similar observations (30). Taken together, the data
suggest that VWF may undergo shear dependent conforma-
tion changes that occur at small timescales and that these
structural changes may be amplified with time of exposure
and magnitude of fluid shear.
With respect to VWF relaxation, SANS studies did not
reveal reversibility in protein conformation change at length
scale<10 nm. In studies performed at higher shear rates using
bis-ANS as a probe of protein conformation, some revers-
ibility in VWF conformation was observed after stoppage of
shear (E. Themistou , I. Singh, S. V. Balu-Iyer, P. Alexandri-
dis, and S. Neelamegham, unpublished). These observations
are consistent with the findings of other researchers (17),
who stretched VWF into a thin fiber using atomic force
microscopy and then observed its relaxation over time using
microscopy. These authors suggested that VWF exhibits
two characteristic relaxation times. The protein partially re-
turns to a compressed state in the first 2 s, and this is followed
by a slower relaxation process over a period of minutes. The
protein in this study (17) did not recover its native configura-
tion over the duration of the study. Taken together, the data
suggest that VWF may undergo partial relaxation after
stretch/stress application. It may be expected that, whereas
larger length scale features may revert to their native state,
domain-level relaxation either takes place relatively slowly
or does not take place at all.
In summary, this report demonstrates the use of SANS and
fluorescence spectroscopy to study protein/VWF dynamicsBiophysical Journal 96(6) 2313–2320
2320 Singh et al.in response to shear flow. Changes in solution structure
reported here may act in synergy with similar modifications
occurring in VWF that is immobilized/bound to collagen
(31), endothelial cell (7), and platelet (8) surfaces. Together,
these conformation changes regulate platelet adhesive func-
tion in human circulation.
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